Spend less time in the shop and more time in the field with the 05 series planter enhancements. Double the acres between service intervals with upgrades to row unit wear points for improved durability and ease of maintenance. **With an enhanced seed delivery system, plant more crop types, seed sizes, and increase your speed.**

**TRUE planting performance.**

- Colored hydraulic handle grips for easy hose identification and hook-ups
- Variable displacement hydraulic piston PTO pump (2 SCV’s)
- Redesigned hydraulics for simple operation and faster lift speed
- New bulk fill design to support additional crop seed types and increased rates
- High efficiency, quiet vacuum fan and 1.5" vacuum hoses for easier meter removal and serviceability
- Firestone low ground pressure VF tires
- Parallel arm double bushing design
- Double row bearing disc opener
- Long life inner scraper

Available on 4905 24R30" and 4905 16R30" transport tires only.
Common features on both 4005 and 3005 series row units

- Hardened, replaceable large diameter double parallel arm bushings have more wear area and are oil impregnated for double the wear life and to eliminate parallel arm replacement
- Inner scraper material upgraded for double the wear life
- Load equalizing gauge wheels for uniform depth control, even in heavy residue or rugged planting conditions
- Down force options depending on configuration: True Depth hydraulic, pneumatic or springs

---

4005 Row unit

1. Cast iron shanks for greater reliability and durability
2. 12" of row unit travel ensures ideal seed depth in varying terrains
3. 4005 series mini hopper

3005 Row unit

1. Heavy duty shanks with triangular reinforcement to max side-load strength
2. 12" of row unit travel to handle changing field conditions
3. 3005 series mini hopper

---

4005 Row unit hoppers

- 0.18 bu. True Rate bulk fill row unit mini-hopper
- 3.0 bu. high-capacity row unit hopper

3005 Row unit hoppers

- 1.9 bu row unit hopper with mechanical meter
- 1.75 bu. row unit hopper with True Rate meter

Insecticide and granular chemical options available.

---

Learn more about the TRUE. BLUE. Advantage at kinze.com.
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